Create a bubble art picture

Create your name in 3D!

Find circular objects to draw around. Draw
lightly and let them overlap then colour
some in fully the ones that look like they
are hiding behind, just colour the parts
you see. Leave a tiny white circle
uncoloured din each corner to make it
look shiny.

Use this tutorial to learn how to use 1
point perspective to write your name and
make it look 3D

Zentangle Art

https://www.drawinghowtodraw.com/stepbystepdrawinglessons/2016/04/draw-3d-letters-one-pointperspective-perspective-drawing-tutorial/

Create pattern animal artwork
Follow these steps to create your
artwork . more detailed instructions at
https://www.maped-creativ.com/en/pop-artproject-for-kids/

My Room - Photo collage
Use an ipad, phone or camera to take
photos of things in your room. Take
shots from different angles for e.g
from above or below to get interesting
views. Print you images and cut them
out. Now use them to create a collage
a bit like this …

Create an African mask

Create a mask by cutting shapes from
an old box, gluing them on and
covering it all with small pieces of
newspaper pasted on. Once its dry use
opaque paint such as poster or acrylics
to paint on a design

Patterned landscape
Create a drawing of a landscape,
use images you can find on the
internet or in a magazine to get
shapes etc. Then outline in black
and fill with patterns and shapes.
Do a different one in each section
to make it stand out. The more
detail you put in the better it will
look!

Magazine collage and draw
Find an image you like in a
newspaper or magazine. Cut it out
and glue to a piece of paper (it
doesn’t have to be in the middle).
Use your imagination to add
drawings to extend it, a bit like
this…

‘Make it’ challenge
Create a piece of art you can wear!
It could be a hat made of card and
decorated with paper shapes,
fabric or anything else you can
find, a piece of jewellery or even a
belt or bag, Use your creative
skills!

